
How To Receive Your Earnings

Set  up  your  commission  payment
preferences page
One of the first things you need to do as soon as you register
as a Clubshop affiliate is to let us know how you want to
receive your earnings.

It  would  help  if  you  did  so  from  your  Dashboard  >  Menu
Personal > Commission Payment Preference.

Remember that we typically pay all payable commissions (above
the $10 threshold) within the 20th of the following month and
only if you have set up your commission payment preferences,
as shown in this video, before the end of the month.

For example: let’s say on March 31st, the balance of your
Payable  Commissions  is  $24.95,  and  you  have  set  up  your
commission payment preferences before that date.

Perfect! You will receive your earnings before April 21st.

Both conditions must exist to receive your commissions. If
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not,  we  report  all  existing  commissions  to  the  following
month.

SETUP YOUR CONTACT INFO CORRECTLY: in the first step of your
commission payment preferences setup, you need to provide at
least one preferred contact method. You have the following
options available: Skype, Telegram, Facebook, Whatsapp.

Whatever contact you provide, make sure you include exclusive
your username without adding anything else. For example, if on
Facebook, you are “Johndoe,” you must type in the Facebook
contact  file  only  –  johndoe  –  and  not
https://www.facebook.com/johndoe.  

The same principle is valid for Skype and Telegram contacts.

For  Whatsapp,  you  need  to  type  your  mobile  phone  number
correctly.

INSTANT COMMISSIONS PAYMENT
This is a great and unique feature that we just added to your
GPS! We know you’ll love it!

In fact, now we can pay you certain types of commissions
instantly!

These are the kind of commissions that we can pay instantly
when the required conditions exist:

Fast Start Bonus.
Hyper-Duplication Bonus.
Second Phase Bonus.
Six generation-GPS Renewals Commission

It means you don’t have to wait the monthly payment day to
receive these earnings because we pay you right after they are
generated.

NOTE: we’ll keep paying monthly the cashback and the payable



commissions you earn from sales generated by your Clubshop
Mall’s stores.

This happens only when the following conditions exist:

You have paid your GPS with Bitcoin.1.
The GPS subscriber that originated that commission also2.
paid GPS with Bitcoin.
You have filled your commissions’ payment preferences3.
page with a valid Bitcoin address.

The commissions’ types that are not paid instantly are
paid monthly as usual.
If even just one of the three conditions listed above
doesn’t exist, no commission can be paid instantly. You
will receive them monthly as usual.


